Titania (TiO 2 ) is frequently used in photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications, despite the fact that its main optical absorption occurs only at approximately 4 eV. Absorption across the band gap of 3 eV is dipole forbidden in rutile TiO 2 . By means of first-principles theoretical spectroscopy calculations we demonstrate that alloying with TiS 2 introduces an absorption band into the fundamental gap of TiO 2 . In addition, band-edge transitions contribute to optical absorption, because the S incorporation breaks the symmetry of the TiO 2 lattice. Both effects lead to pronounced absorption of visible light for S concentrations as low as 1.5 %.
Introduction
Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) has been studied for several decades 1,2 due to its versatility for a diverse range of applications. In the context of photovoltaics or photocatalysis it is used in dye-sensitized solar cells 3 and has great potential for water splitting 4 or the degradation of hazardous substances. 5 Furthermore, TiO 2 is robust, thermally stable, non-toxic, as well as inexpensive. The large fundamental band gap (E g = 3.03 eV for the rutile polymorph, see e.g. Refs. 2 and 6 ) is the reason why TiO 2 is transparent across the entire visible spectral range. Moreover, direct optical transitions from the valence-band maximum (VBM) to the conduction-band minimum are dipole forbidden, and the main onset of optical absorption occurs only at around 4 eV. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] While this is beneficial for applications as a transparent conducting oxide, 12 it constitutes a problem for the photoactivity since only photons in the ultraviolet range or higher are absorbed.
In order to utilize a larger part of the solar spectrum for photochemical applications, the optical absorption of TiO 2 has to be extended into the visible part of the spectrum. A number of experimental and theoretical studies have focused on dopants such as N or F [13] [14] [15] [16] but also C, Se, P, or S [16] [17] [18] [19] as well as co-doping. 16, 19 For S, some of us recently reported that the band gap is drastically reduced as soon as a small amount of S is added to TiO 2 . 17 Here we extend this study towards optical properties and show by means of state-of-the-art theoretical spectroscopy techniques that sulfur incorporation not only introduces an alloy band in the fundamental gap of TiO 2 , but also breaks the rutile symmetry, which makes direct band-edge transitions dipole allowed. These two factors combined lead to a dramatic increase in absorption in the visible range for S concentrations as low as 1.5 %. Our calculations also explain why experimental studies of S incorporation observed a corresponding red shift of the absorption onset 15, 16, [20] [21] [22] and not the emergence of a defect-related peak in the band-gap region.
Methodology
We model TiO 2(1−x) S 2x alloys of different compositions x ranging from 0 to 0.25 by replacing one O atom with one S atom in rutile supercells of 12 to 96 atoms. The geometries were fully relaxed in density functional theory. Our study focuses on rutile TiO 2 [space-group: P4 2 /mnm or
4h (SG136)], but the symmetry-breaking mechanism discussed below is expected to also apply to the anatase phase. Optical spectra are calculated using many-body perturbation theory by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE). 23 In a first step, the Kohn-Sham 24 (KS) eigenvalues and eigenstates are calculated using the local-density approximation (LDA) 25, 26 to exchange and correlation. The projector-augmented wave method 27 as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package 28,29 is used to describe the electron-ion interaction. Pseudopotentials are the same as used in Ref. 17 From the KS wave functions the optical transition-matrix elements are calculated using the longitudinal approximation. 30 Excitonic effects as well as local-field effects play a dominant role in the absorption spectra of oxides 31 and their alloys. 32 The description of these effects goes beyond the KS picture and requires the framework of many-body perturbation theory by solving the BSE for the optical polarization function P. 23 In the optical limit of vanishing photon wave vector the frequency-dependent macroscopic dielectric tensor ε j j (ω) (with j, j = {x, y, z}) follows directly from P. 23 All linear optical properties of a material can then be derived from ε j j (ω); specifically, the frequency-dependent optical absorption coefficient α j (ω):
To make the solution of the BSE tractable it is typically rewritten as an eigenvalue problem for the excitonic electron-hole pair Hamiltonian. 23 In our BSE code, 33 the KS eigenstates are used to compute the matrix elements of the statically screened Coulomb attraction between electrons and holes as well as the unscreened exchange terms, both of which determine the excitonic Hamiltonian. In addition, the electron and hole quasiparticle energies are required. While it is desirable to calculate these within many-body perturbation theory in Hedin's GW approach, 34 in which the occupied bands are rigidly shifted to higher energies. Since the conclusions of the present work are not affected by such a relatively small error, we apply these rigid shifts to all the supercells in this work. The resulting gap of TiO 2 amounts to 2.98 eV. 17 Converging the optical absorption spectrum in the vicinity of the band edge requires a large number of k points. 35 We use different (hybrid 35 ) k-point meshes for the different supercells to sample the low-energy transitions, with a maximum k-point distance of 0.36 Å −1 in all cases. In addition, while the number of conduction bands is increased for the high-energy transitions, the k sampling is reduced. A direct diagonalization of the resulting excitonic Hamiltonian matrices quickly becomes infeasible as ranks reach up to 100,000. In this work we therefore employ an efficient time-evolution scheme 36 to calculate ε(ω) from the excitonic Hamiltonian. Optical transitions with transition energies larger than the BSE cutoff are included up to 200 eV on the KS level (as described in Ref. 37 ) in order to obtain converged results for the real part of ε(ω) at low photon energies.
Scheme 1: (Color online) Absolute values |p| (inh/a B ) of the optical transition matrix elements for TiO 2 (a) and the alloy with x = 0.25 (b). The energy zero in both spectra is the VBM. The alloy spectrum has been shifted such that the state that derives from the TiO 2 VBM is aligned with the VBM in bulk TiO 2 .
Results and discussion
We first illustrate the principal effects of S incorporation for the highest concentration. Replacing one oxygen atom in the rutile unit cell by a sulfur atom introduces S-derived levels in the fundamental gap of TiO 2 , as seen in Fig. 1(b) . The dipole matrix elements for transitions between these states and the TiO 2 -derived conduction bands are large and contribute considerably to optical absorption in the visible spectral range. However, the S atom also perturbs the rutile crystal structure. A combination of this lattice distortion and the hybridization with S states facilitates absorption from the states that derive from the band edges in TiO 2 . This effect adds absorption in the near-ultraviolet spectral region that is absent in pure TiO 2 , and applies to all S concentrations we have investigated with a strength proportional to the S concentration.
In Fig. 2 we investigate the band structure of TiO 2(1−x) S 2x with x = 0.015625, the lowest S concentration we have considered. The alloy exhibits an isolated defect-induced band at ∼ 0.6 eV above the bulk VBM of TiO 2 . This band possesses strong S 3p character, similar to the O 2p symmetry of the VBM. Due to the perturbation by the S atom the gap between the bulk-derived valence-and conduction-band states increases slightly to 3.08 eV. To support this qualitative discussion, quantitative optical spectra based on the imaginary part of the dielectric function are given in Fig. 3 for different alloy compositions x. As mentioned above, the first main peak occurs around 4 eV in pure TiO 2 and originates from lower lying valence bands.
Another peak appears around 8.2 eV. The position and the spectral shape of the onset as well as of this second peak agree well with other theoretical results obtained within the Bethe-Salpeter framework. [8] [9] [10] [11] Our results also agree with the experimental spectra by Cardona and Harbeke, 7 also included in Fig. 3 . The deviation of the energy position of the absorption onset is small; also the curve shape agrees well, in particular for perpendicular light polarization, confirming that our procedure of rigidly shifting unoccupied states is justified.
Increasing the S content in the alloy leads to a considerable reduction of the energy position of the absorption onset. For concentrations as low as 1.5 % the onset has already moved to ∼ 2.4 eV, i.e., into the visible spectral range. The absorption below 3 eV can be traced to transitions of electrons from the S level into the lowest conduction-band states. However, the small peak around 3 eV for 1.5 % originates from transitions between the bulk-like VBM and the conduction-band minimum that have become dipole allowed. In addition, this peak increases in strength and shifts to smaller energies as the composition x of the alloy increases; it occurs around 2.5 eV for x = 0.25 (see also Fig. 1) .
Increasing x leads to new peak structures in the imaginary part of the dielectric function especially in the energy range between 2.4 eV and 3.9 eV (see Fig. 3 ). Spectral weight is shifted from the peak at around 3.9 eV to lower photon energies. This peak, which is very pronounced for pure TiO 2 , becomes increasingly broad with increasing x. For x = 0.25 another peak occurs at around 1.5 eV, corresponding to transitions from levels with strong S character.
For a direct comparison to experimentally reported absorption coefficients, we use our calculated dielectric functions to compute α(ω) using Eq. (1); the results are shown in Fig. 4 . The main effect of S incorporation is to introduce a redshift of the absorption onset, not a defect-related peak in the band gap region; as discussed above, the absorption related directly to the S-induced states is small in magnitude until the S concentration becomes large (approaching x = 0.25). The redshift of the absorption onset is considerable even for concentrations as low as 1.5 % and gives rise to notable absorption in the visible spectral region. For larger S concentrations the absorption edge is further red-shifted and the magnitude of absorption in the visible spectral region increases.
While this is consistent with experimental observations, 15, 16, [20] [21] [22] our results explicitly show the importance of the symmetry breaking for explaining the observed absorption. This symmetry breaking mechanism should not strongly depend on the nature of the dopant, hence, we expect an impact also for other dopants which is consistent with experimental studies using, for instance, 
Conclusions
In summary, we have presented state-of-the-art theoretical spectroscopy calculations for the optical properties of TiO 2(1−x) S 2x alloys. S incorporation significantly reduces the energy position of the optical absorption onset compared to pure TiO 2 . We ascribe this red-shift in part to absorption from a S induced band in the band gap and in part to band-edge absorption that becomes dipole allowed in the alloy due to the broken crystal symmetry. Only at fairly large S concentrations does the absorption from the S-induced band become dominant.
We found the symmetry breaking to be a reason for a significant contribution to optical absorption. Since this mechanism is universal and does not depend on the nature of the dopant, we expect this principle to be transferable to other materials whose band-edge transitions are dipole forbidden such as SnO 2 or In 2 O 3 : the incorporation of chalcogenide atoms on the oxygen sublattice should have similar effects as in the case of TiO 2 .
